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countless horrors and once proudly an area scattered by the clamping hands of the Whispering Tyrant. [2] History [edit code | edit source] The modern history of Ustalava began around 2361 AR, when many Varsian families in the shadow of hungry mountains settled a neo-state north of Lake Encarthan. [3] The
constitution did not become a true nation until the ancient hero Soividia Ustav brought together scattered variation settlements and created a land that would bear his name. These clans gradually began to expel native orca, Numerian and Sarcorian inhabitants. Five centuries after the Constitution's backlog, the country
existed in a state of almost constant strife between the retrieval of the canistria families arguing with each other over a variety of small issues. In 2862, in order to prevent civil war, Princess Carmina Ustav divided the nation into sixteen AR estimates, plotting the land and forever allocateing it to various noble families. The
ruler of each district was a great autonomy, but in turn he longed for loyalty to the monarch (descendant of the Constitution). This change has eased tensions and led to a golden age of growth and prosperity. [2] [4] The rise of the whispering tyrant [edit the code | edit code] The golden age of Ustalava tragically shortened
the revelation that a dark secret was kneaded under his finger before the first Varsian settlers arrived. Underground were the remains of the immortal warlord tar-baphon. In 3203, Tar-Baphon rose from death like a whispering tyrant, a face of incredible power. He quickly became interested in creating large-scale armies
of the undead, and with careful diplomacy he joined the orcas of the neighbouring Hold of Belkzen under his command. With these two great powers, the whispering tyrant easily mowed down the Ustalav and turned his people into his slaves. [2] [5] [3] Illuminating crusade[edit code | edit source] For the full belief of war,
see the article on the Illuminating Crusade. For more than 600 years, the remains of the proud Ustalava, which was stable under the despotic rule of a whispering tyrant, were rotting. It wasn't until 3754 that the first ray of hope appeared. He finally decided that the necromantic nation posed a significant threat to its
Taldor started a glittering crusade. Warriors from all over the Taldan empire have gathered and gathered at the ustalavansko city of Vellumis as a fore-instaging area. There they were joined by dwarfs from the kingdom of Kraggodan and the famous knights of Ozema. [6] It wasn't until 3828 that ar. Three quarters of a
century after the beginning of the Crusades defeated a whispering tyrant and a shadow over Ustalav. [3] Tyrannical was imprisoned in his haunted capital, Gallowspire, and the ustalav lost four of his districts: two were declared uninhabited, and became guards around the Gallowspire known as Virlych,[7] others were put
to the Crusader army to create the Lastwall nation as a permanent guard against any rebel atrocity. [6] The slow recovery [edit code] Ustalav settled again after the defeat of the Whispering Tyran and was renamed the Immortal Principality of ustalav, but the kingdom could not recapbaly its former glory. The Royal Line of
The Soividia Constitution disappeared during the country's long dark age, and the few surviving nobles who now kneel for the throne had only close ties to the former ruling family. The crown was eventually made to Ardeav House. This has contributed to greater inter-ethnic shinglings and slowed the already stuttering
recovery of the country. The constitution is now located in a deeply divided country that is struggling to regain the delusion of its former great and burdened with the history of darkness only few nations can be equal. [2] In recent years, the two civil wars that have swpel the governments of three Western governments
have been torn apart, and the fight for a royal succession after the last prince failed to leave a clear heir to the throne (see below). [4] The government has been in place since ancient times, when it was first unified, and a single king has been ruled by a single king. Unfortunately, during the reign of the Whispering Tyrant,
the line of kings was broken, and the current rulers are only a shadow of their predecessors. The running of the country has become particularly lysing since the death of the so-called eunist prince Valislav Ordranti, who left no official heir at the time of his death in 4674 AR. His brother, Prince Aduard Ordranti III,
stepped into the monarch's arms, a role for which he was ill-suited. The whole affair was even more complicated when Prince Millaer Caliphvaso's long-term companion eunity gave birth to a child villain who claimed to be the son of a euncharist. The claim caused a massive scandal and Millaera disappeared in
mysterious circumstances shortly after it made those claims. Her child, Reneis Ordranti, was adopted and raised by a child of a depressing and devout aunt, Countess Carmilla Caliphvaso. [2] It is said that the Countess has her eyes firmly the throne as soon as Reneis reaches the man. Other darker rumours whisper
that she could have her own incesty eyes to become queen, ready to marry her own nephew to get her. [8] Constitutional nobility[edit code | edit source] Under the scheming and abyss of the decadent royal family, the actual leadership of the state is falling (mostly) on its lesser nobility. Ustalav was divided into sixteen
counties centuries ago in order to stop fighting between different factions. Of the original sixteen, only 12 remained, but not the undead haunted waste, now known as Virlych. Of these, nine are run by their noble families, and the other three are run in a more unusual, albeit no less exploitable way. [2] In 4670, the
northern province of Lozeri ousted its heredited duke, in charge of the world of the most resounding citizens. This approach was caught, and soon two neighbors of the county were thrown out of cowboy rule in bloodless breakthroughs. These three countries, Lozeri, Canterwall and Vieland are jointly known as
Palatinates. [7] Counts [edit code | edit source] The entire article: Counts of Ustalav Split in twelve different provinces, each constitutional county is a unique sphere ruled by either the noble family or the world of ruling citizens. The ruler of every kingdom must be accountable to the monarch, Prince Ordranti, but much
independence is allowed. [2] The counties are generally divided into two different types, Soivode and Palatinates. Soivodam is ruled by a hereditnaous noble family, who have ruled them since they were created millennia ago. They're the most numerous and they take the whole constitution, except for its northwest
corner. [9] The second set of assessments are known as Palatinates, which are not guided by any feudal nobility, but are instead run by the saints of visible citizens. Finally, there is Virlych, not a technical district, but the remains of two districts, Virholt and Grodlych, that were left in the trash nearly a millennium ago. The
now abandoned land of Virlych is not inhabited and is only in the name of del Ustalava. [7] Geography [edit code | edit source] Ustalav lies on the very northern part of Lake Encarthan, which surrounds part of Avalon Bay. The constitutional situation is precarious, as it is located next to two hostile nations: the Orc-
inhabited Hold of Belkzen in the west and the demonically infested world in the north. The neighbors in the east aren't much better. They may be human peoples, but they include the tyrannical land of the living god Razed, the constant chaos of the river kingdoms and the barbaric kingdom of Numeria. Given the nature of
their neighbours, it is no wonder that many constitutional residents are in the corner and distrust of foreigners. Only along the southwest border Ustalav finds a friendly (if very suspicious) neighbor, lastwall state. [10] Geography is very diverse, divided into thirteen different about the counties, each with its own unique
geography. If there is one geographical feature that prevails throughout the country, there are hungry mountains that reach the entire district in their stony. [2] Larger Settlements [Edit Code] Ardis Caliphas Carrion Hill Karcau Minor Settlements[Edit Code] Anactoria, Ardagh, Berus, Cesca, Chastel, Courtaud, Hyannis,



Illmarsh, Kavapesta, Lepidstadt, Marian Leigh, Ravengro, Redleaf, Sen's Pass, Sturnidae, Tamrivena, Thrushmoor, Vauntil, Vische Religion[edit | edit origins] After the stool of evil and exploitation, the People of Usta is highly suspicious and celebrated many. Descendants of variations who immigrated there millennia
ago, many still hold their traditional beliefs. These include the worship of the goddess of travelers, Right. Their long occupation and the slave at the hands of the odd have also left their traces. The worship of Pharasme, which feigns the undead, and the Palin Princess Urgathoa, who dors her, is also common in the
nation. [2] References[edit code | edit source] ↑ Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 247. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2.2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 Erik 2.2.8 Erik Et Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 140. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ 3.0 3.1 3.2
Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 202. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ 4.0 4.1 4.2 Erik Mona &amp; Jason Bulmahn. (2008). Newsletter, p. 55–56. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-077-3 ↑ Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 177. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN
978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ 6.0 6.1 Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 90. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ 7.0 7.1 7.2 Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 142. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 143. Paizo
Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. 141. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 ↑ Erik Mona et al. (2008). Setting up a campaign, p. Poster map. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ISBN 978-1-60125-112-1 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless
otherwise stated. Noted.
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